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Screened QGP: quarkonia melting

quarkonia are small objects, 
dissolve in the medium when 
the screening length of the 
plasma becomes 
comparable to the their radii
(Matsui & Satz)

sequential melting of bottomonia in LHC
CMS: Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 222301 (2012)

sequential quarkonia melting
→ a QGP thermometer ?  
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Charmonium: survival vs. re-generation

Andronic: Quark Matter 14

ALICE: arXiv:1311.0214

Zhao & Rapp: NPA 859, 114 (2011)

statistical hadronization model:
all primordial charmonium melt 
within QGP; only get 
re-generated from deconfined
charm quarks during 
hadronizarion

transport model:
~1/3 of the primordial charmonium 
survive within QGP; ~2/3 are
re-generated from deconfined
charm quarks during 
hadronizarion

(lattice) QCD: does all charmonia get melted/deconfined in QGP? 
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Melting of open charm hadrons

baryon–charm correlations

P̂h ∼ f (m̂h) exp [−Bh μ̂B−Qh μ̂Q−Sh μ̂S−Ch μ̂C ]HRG: χBX
nm

= Bn
× F (m̂)

χBX
nm / χBX

km = Bn−k = 1, when dof are hadronic with B=1

< 1, when dof are quarks with B=1/3

independent of 
hadron mass 
spectrum

Tc = 154±9MeV

chiral crossover:

open charm hadrons starts 
melting in the QCD crossover
region

χBX
nm =

∂
n+m P̂

∂
n
μ̂B ∂

m
μ̂X
∣⃗μ=0

BNL-Bi: arXiv:1404.4043

can be probed relying
only on changing 
quantum numbers

similar quantum number
based method can not be
used to probe melting of 
charmonia
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Charmonia melting from LQCD via analytic continuation

τ→
C ( τ , T)=∫

0

∞

dω
2 π

σ (ω , T)
cosh [ω ( τ−1 /2T)]

sinh (ω /2T)

temporal correlation function of charmonia

spectral function

decay
constant

mass

reconstruct through analytic continuation:
  Euclidiean → Minkowski 

ill-posed:
  Bayesian (maximum entropy) method

always limited to physical distance of 1/T

require lattices with vary large 
temporal extents 
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J /Ψ

BNL-Bi: PRD86, 014509 (2012)

LQCD studies a far-from-physical

mostly in quenched QCD:
neglecting dynamical light quarks

alternative / complementary
avenues ?
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Spatial correlations of charmonia

spatial (screening) correlation functions 
of charmonia z → 

C (z , T)=∫
0

∞

2 dω
ω ∫

−∞

∞

dpz eizpz σ (ω , pz , T)

spatial correlation function:

C (τ , T)=∫
0

∞

dω
2π

σ (ω , T)
cosh [ω( τ−1 /2T)]

sinh (ω/2T)
temporal correlation function:

 is not limited to the physical distance of 1/T

 transport-type zero mode contribution: 
 does not lead to a non-decaying constant at large distances,
 only generates a contact term

 the kernel is T independent → direct comparison with T=0 
                                                  correlation function possible

σ (ω)∼ω δ(ω)
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Lattice trivia
2+1 dynamical flavors: mπ≃160 MeV , mK=physical

quenched charm quarks ← no dynamical charm loops

Highly Improved Staggered Quarks: Nτ=12 ( ×483
)

charm meson masses at T=0

c̄ c
c̄ s
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ηc

J /Ψ

comparison of T>0 & T=0 spatial
correlation functions provide direct
signatures for significant thermal
modifications at  

T≳ 175 MeV ≃1.1Tc

1S charmonia in medium
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J /Ψ

1S charmonia in medium

Ds
*

modification of charmonia 
at                  is comparable
to the modification of 
open charm mesons at 

T≃1.25Tc

T≃Tc

quantum number based
studies → open charm 
mesons melt around the
crossover region 

1S charmonia is melted ?

T≳1.1Tc
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Screening masses of charmonia
C (z→∞ , T)∼e−M z

M : screening mass

high T, non-interacting
quark–antiquark pair:

C (z , T )=∫
0

∞

2 dω
ω ∫

−∞

∞

dpz eizpz σ (ω , pz , T)

M=2 √(π T)2+mc
2

low T, well-defined mesonic bound
state: σ (ω , pz)∼δ (ω

2
−pz

2
−mmes

2
)

M=mmes

a trick: one can study the onset of T dependence of M more clearly by 
            imposing a periodic temporal boundary conditions for the 
            valence charm quarks along with the usual anti-periodic ones

high T, no minimal Matsubara
mode: M=2 mc

low T, bosonic meson bound states 
insensitive to fermionic b.c at the 
quark level: 

M=mmes
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Screening masses of 1S charmonia

ηc J /Ψ

thermal modifications to charmonia are not significant, 
well-described by their vacuum masses for T≾ Tc

significant thermal modifications and possible dissolution
of charmonium states for T≳1.1Tc
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χc
1

χc0

T≳ 175 MeV

similar significant thermal 
modifications of the 1P 
charmonium states for

1P charmonia in medium

J/ Ψ

no hint for sequential melting
of 1S and 1P states
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Summary

state-of-the-art LQCD studies of screening properties 
of in-medium charmonia with 2+1 flavor of light quarks

spatial (screening) correlators have many advantages; 
complementary to more common temporal correlator
based studies

direct comparison between T>0 & T=0 correlation functions 
possible without reconstruction of the spectral functions

significant thermal modifications and possible dissolution
of charmonium states for T≳175 MeV

no hints for sequential melting of 1S and 1P states
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